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Abstract: In the past few years the research of mobile devices has motivated the mobile marketing to surge. In recent few years the
new type of mobile marketing term as mobile location based services has attracted strong attention. Regrettably, current MLB
techniques have a lot of limitations and raise many concerns, especially about the security and privacy of the system. Here we proposed
a novel location based rewarding system which termed as SLBRDS. In this system mobile user can gather area based tokens from the
token wholesalers, and then exchange their collected tokens at token collectors for beneficial rewards. Here, we develop a security and
privacy aware location based rewarding protocol for the SLBRDS system, Furthermore, we also show that the proposed system is
capable to flexible different attacks and versatile client security can be well protected. Also for the security purpose in our framework
the trusted third party who at first authenticate or register the mobile users trace the digital signature of the mobile user. When the
mobile user request for the token to the token distributors, token distributor checks the digital signature of the mobile user, token
collector also checks the digital signature of the mobile user when versatile client demand for token to the token gatherer.
Keywords: Mobile Location-Based Services, Security, Privacy, Digital Signature. Recoverable

1. Introduction
In recent few years the new type of mobile marketing term as
mobile location based services has attracted strong attention.
Regrettably, current MLB techniques have a lot of limitations
and raise many concerns, especially about the security and
privacy of the system. Here we propose a realistic location
based rewarding system which termed as SLBRDS. In this
system mobile client can gather location based tokens from
the token distributors, and then exchange their collected
tokens at token collectors for beneficial rewards. Here we
develop a security and privacy aware location based
rewarding protocol for the SLBRDS structure, and
demonstrates the result and soundness of the protocol.
Moreover, we also demonstrates that the proposed
framework is capable to resilient various attacks and mobile
user privacy can be well protected. Also for the security
reason in our framework the trusted third party who initially
authenticate or registered the mobile users trace the digital
signature of the mobile user. When the mobile user request
for the token to the token distributors, token distributor
checks the digital signature of the mobile user, token
collector also checks the digital signature of the mobile client
when mobile client demand for token to the token collector.
Propose system detects an attack by tracing the IP address of
the attacker.
All the more as of late, another sort of MLBSs called
location based registration amusement, which is produced in
light of area based person to person communication lets
clients procure gainful prizes on the off chance that they visit
certain spots. Specifically, a few applications, including
Foursquare and Loopt Star let clients check in diverse areas
(e.g., coffeehouses, eateries, shopping centers) to contend
with companions in recreations, as well as acquire

remunerates, focuses, or rebates from retailers and
associations. The prizes and remunerate sums can be
distinctive relying upon time of day, how habitually the
individual has checked it previously, etc. On the other hand,
these area based registration frameworks are restricted in a
few perspectives. First of all, customers can just get and
reclaim rewards at the same brand stores or even the same
store just. For example, if a client visits a Gap store twice,
he/she can get a markdown on the buys at Gap stores (or the
same Gap store) just, not at some other spots like Starbucks.
This significantly debilitates the clients' inspirations for going
to the regions. Second, from an administration supplier's
point of view, security is not ensured in the current
frameworks. Since clients can get advantages for going by a
few spots, they have motivations to assert that they are at sure
areas despite the fact that they are most certainly not. The
greater part of those area based registration applications (e.g.,
Foursquare) is that they utilize the GPS on a client's cell
phone to check the area guaranteed by the client. In any case,
clients may undermine their areas by, for instance, jail
breaking their cell phones. This issue is truth be told
extremely basic in many MLBSs and have not been
attractively tackled by existing works. Third, from clients'
point of view, clients' protection including character security
and area security has been to a great extent overlooked in the
present registration frameworks. Specifically, since the
present frameworks use focal servers to store every one of
clients' records, they can without much of a stretch know
which clients have ever been to which puts at what times for
what purposes.

2.Proposed Methodology
In this paper, a privacy-saving, and realistic mobile locationbased rewarding framework, called Secured Location-Based
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Rewarding System using digital signature which endeavors to
address the above concerns is proposed. The proposed
framework comprises of a trusted third party (TTP), mobile
users (MUs), token distributors (TDs), token collectors
(TCs), and a central controller (CC). The TTP issue every
MU with an actual personality and a relating certificate. A
legal MU has the capacity obtain a location-based token
when it visits a commercial element that participates in the
framework, i.e., a TD. The issued tokens at a choice of TDs
have the similar set-up yet perhaps diverse indicated values.
With all the gathered tokens, a MU can reclaim them for
beneficial rewards not just at the same store or brand stores,
additionally at any different retailers or commercial elements,
i.e., TCs that have joined the framework. The amount of
rewards relies upon the value of customer collected tokens.
Moreover, the CC stores token audition information sent by
TDs and gives it to TCs when required.
We assume that TDs, TCs, and the CC work in the semi
honest mode, i.e., they faithfully and effectively execute the
framework convention however are interested about MUs
privacy, including their personal information like real
characters, token information, and location histories.
Specifically, the protocol is made out of three parts:
personality initiation, token dissemination, and token
recovery. In personality initiation, the TTP issues each MU
with the identity and a relating certificate. The certificate is
utilized for a client's identity authentication without revealing
its real personality. In token conveyance, a TD needs to
confirm if a MU asking for a token is a legal client in the
framework without knowing its real ID. After that, the TD
issues the MU with an anonymous token which can be
recovered at any TC for rewards. Since the token contains a
portion of the MU's private information, it is just kept by the
MU and not any other system elements, including TCs and
the CC. The TD then generates relating trial information for
the token and sends it in its place of the token itself to the CC
for future token verification. In token reclamation, a TC first
checks whether the present MU attempting to reclaim a token
is a legal framework client, without knowing its real ID. At
that point, the TC verifies whether the token to be reclaimed
is intact and has not been tampered since it was generated
with the assistance of the CC, without knowing the substance
of the token. After that, the TC checks if the token belongs to
the MU. In the event that the MU passes all these verification
phases, the TC checks whether the value of the token claimed
by the MU is genuine, and assuming this is the case,
appropriates the relating rewards to him/her. In this way, in
our proposed framework, nobody else other than the TTP can
know a MU's real identity. As the CC and TCs just have the
token audition information, they don't have the foggiest idea
about the substance of any token. Since a TD/TC is just
aware of the location of the tokens it issued/accepted and
there is no essential server to store all the chronological
location information, no element could make sense of any
particular MU's location history.
Plus, We analyze the security and privacy of the Secured
Location-Based Rewarding System using Digital Signature
(SLBRDS) framework. We come to that the framework is
adaptable to various attacks, for example, multi-token request
attack, duplicate token redemption attack, impersonation

attack and token tampering attack. We also demonstrate that
the MUs privacy can be all around secured. In addition, here
we evaluate the computation, communication, energy, and
storage costs of the proposed SLocaWard system on our
testbed, which consists of a laptop and an Android
Smartphone. In particular, the laptop has a 2.5 GHz CPU and
2 GB RAM, while the Smartphone is a Samsung Nexus S
with 1 GHz ARM Cortex A8 processor and 512 MB RAM.
We implement a TD, a TC, and the CC on the laptop
platform, and a MU on the Smartphone platform,
respectively. The two platforms communicate with each other
via the WiFi, and their conversations are carried out via TCP
connections. Thus, considering that TDs/TCs may be
connected to their access points via cables.

3.Performance Analysis
In this section, we present more experiment results in terms
of computation, communication, energy, and storage costs.
The notations for the operations involved in the proposed
protocol are also shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Operation Notation

3.1 Efficiency of Token Distribution – Single Token
Request
Here, we show the detailed computation, communication, and
energy consumption costs in the token distribution process in
Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4, respectively, in the case of
only one single token request.
Table 2: Computation Time in the Token Distribution
Process.

Table 3: Communication Cost in the Token Distribution
Process.

Table 4: Energy Consumption of the MU in Token
Distribution Process
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3.2 Efficiency of Token Distribution – Multiple Token
Requests
In this section, we show the detailed computation,
communication, and energy consumption costs in the token
redemption process in Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7,
respectively, in the case of one single token redemption
request. Note that although the dominant computation
complexity in the reward distribution phase at the TC and
that in the identity authentication phase at the TC/TD are the
same, i.e., 2×Exp, the computation time in the former case,
i.e., 20.62 ms, is much larger than that in the latter case, i.e.,
2.95 ms. This is because we have to use a special function in
jPBC to perform Exp in the reward distribution phase due to
other paring operations. It is less efficient than the function
use in the identity authentication phase.
Table 5: Computation Time in the Token Redemption
Process.

4.Security Analysis
First we analyze the security of the system, considering that
all the misbehaving MUs have valid identities issued by the
TTP. Note that those MUs who do not have valid identities
can be detected at the identity authentication phase.
4.1. Multi-token request attack
When visiting a TD, a well behaved MU should obtain only
one location-based token during each predefined time
window, while a misbehaving MU may generate excessive
token requests either by the same user ID or by different user
IDs, and try to get more than one tokens. Recall that an MU
is required to send certificate during the identity
authentication at the TD, and certificate is unique for every
MU. By checking the existing request records in the time
window for duplicate user IDs or certificate’s the TD can
easily detect any multitoken request attack.
4.2. Duplicate token redemption attack

3.3 Efficiency of Token Redemption – Multiple Token
Requests
Next, the experiment results are illustrated when there are
multiple MUs redeeming their tokens, which are simulated by
one smart phone. The time between two adjacent arriving
MUs is assumed to follow the exponential distribution with
parameter λ2. Besides, each MU can redeem multiple
obtained tokens. In the experiment, let all MUs have the
same number of tokens, which is denoted by N.
Table 6: Communication Cost in the Token Redemption
Process.

In the duplicate token redemption attack, a misbehaving MU
may try to redeem the same token multiple times. This kind
of misbehavior can be easily defended against in our
SLocaWard system. The redemption flag of a token kept at
the CC would be set to (or the token can be deleted by the
CC permanently), after the token is redeemed for the first
time. Then, when the same token is redeemed again (i.e.,
indexed by the same user ID), the TC would check with the
CC and can easily find out that this is a duplicate redemption.
4.3. Impersonation attack
An impersonation attack is that a misbehaving MU manages
to steal another MU’s user ID, or certificate, or both to obtain
tokens, or to steal another MU’s tokens, in order to obtain
more rewards from a TC. This scheme is also efficient in
defending against such misbehavior. In particular, in the first
case, i.e., when a misbehaving MU uses another MU’s user
ID and/or certificate, to request for tokens, it cannot pass the
identity authentication at the TD, since it does not know that
MU’s real identity. In the second case, i.e., when an MU tries
to redeem a stolen token, it cannot pass the identity
authentication phase at the TC for the same reason. Besides,
even if an MU could forge a redemption token request with
its own certificate and the user ID in a stolen token, it would
fail the token property validation.
4.4. Token-tampering attack

Table 7: Energy Consumption of the MU in the Token
Redemption Process

In a token-tampering attack, a misbehaving MU tries to forge
a fake token, or to change certain content, for example, value,
of a token to get beeficial rewards. In the first case, since a
forged token is not obtained from a TD, there will not be any
related records at the CC. Thus, when the misbehaving MU
tries to redeem the forged token at a TC, the TC can find out
that there is no corresponding audition information for this
token at the CC during the token audition phase and will
abort the redemption process. In the second case, if MU
tampers any content of the token, this token cannot pass the
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token audition, as shown in the soundness of the token
audition phase.

5. Comparison
No.

1
2

3
4

Approach
Advantage
Location
Allow users to express
obfuscation their privacy preferences
APPLAUS Provides location proofs
effectively also preserves
the source privacy
Oblivious
Transfer and
PIR
IClique
Cloak

5

LocaWard

6

SLBRDS

Disadvantage
Degraded quality
of service to user
Computation time
is costly and
colliding attacks
detection ratio is
low
Computationally and
The overhead of
also in communication the primality test
more efficient
is larger
Effectively prevent
The cost for
location-dependent
location dependent
attacks when locations
attacks is small
are updated
Resilient to various
Do not provide
attacks such as multi security to general
token request attack
LBS
Authenticating the secure Prevention from
key using digital
the active attack is
signature, privacy
not possible.
preserving and
recoverable system.

6. Conclusion
A secure, privacy preserving, and realistic location-based
rewarding system, SLocaWard has been proposed. The
system is resilient to many types of attacks and mobile user’s
privacy can be well protected as well. After going through
the surveying, it can be gathered that there is a huge scope of
application development in mobile domain. And our best
efforts are try to implement this application on the Apple
phones also. And try to provide some live advertisement /
notification to users.
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